
 
 

Year 5 SPJS Curriculum Headlines 
Week Beginning: 16/03/20 

English  Writing: This week, the children will be editing and performing the speeches they 

have written - trying to persuade Mrs Lamy to allow them more break time or 

perhaps reducing the week to four days! They will then be given the opportunity to 

share in pairs and then, if confident enough, share with Mrs Lamy.  They have 

worked really hard on their speeches and are really looking forward to hearing 

some responses. 

Reading: The children will continue to practise test style comprehension questions 

and, in guided reading sessions, will look at how to answer the different types of 

questions to gain the maximum number of marks available.  

Please could we remind you again, that the children should be reading every night 

for 15 minutes and at least 2 of these sessions to an adult where they can be asked 

questions to aid their comprehension and understanding of vocabulary.  

Spelling The children will be bringing home the next 5 words to learn form the spelling list 

they are on again. Please encourage them to practise these spellings in different 

ways in preparation for a test the next week.  

Finally, we will have one wow word to boost the children’s vocabulary. This week it 

will be: yielding 

Maths In maths, the children will be continuing learning about fractions in their new sets. 

In Miss Muir’s and Mrs Khan’s sets, we will be continuing to look at decimals,  

rounding them, understanding percentages and the relationship between fractions, 

decimals and percentages. Mrs Phillips’s and Mrs Thompson’s set will focus on using 

decimals in the four operations and answering arithmetic style questions using this 

knowledge. 

It is important for children to continue playing TT Rockstars and doing their 

RMEasimaths as this will help their progression in mental maths. We will be setting 

a new battle in TT Rockstars each week.  

Science 

 

 

In science, the children will be looking at the life cycle of a bird and working in 

pairs to create a poster of the life cycle with pictures, labels and annotations.  Last 

week the children created ‘life –cycle wheel’ using their own research in the 

computer. 

Foundation 

Subjects 

 

 

Art: This week the children will continue to learn about drawing portraits and 

looking at Tudor portraits to link to our topic work.  

Topic: The children will learn about Henry VIII and his 6 wives this week. They will 

use the information they find to write a song or rap about each wife.  

Computing: In computing children will continue to focus on filming using Imovie. 

They will looking at the difference in camera angles/shots and how these can 

affect the impact the shot has on an audience e.g. close-ups for important events. 

Health 

and 

Fitness 

 

-In games, children will continue to think about how to be a good sports leader and 

focussing on communication skills; they will start to plan their own activities and 

consider STEP (Space, Task, Equipment and People)  

-On Monday, they will be swimming so please ensure they have all their kit ready 

and prepared.  

-As usual, the children will enjoy daily miles this week too. 

Reminders 

 

Please read the letter regarding school trips to the Ecology Centre:  

Dates: 19th March – 5P      

-On Thursday 2nd April there will be opportunity for you to watch a film and find 

out about how ‘sex education’ is taught in year 5.  This is a great opportunity for 

you to express any concerns you may have and to understand what your child will be 

taught so that you can follow this up at home if necessary. 

 


